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UNIFORM

Wellington School is a place of work and all its pupils are asked to abide
by a dress code so that they present a smart and purposeful image to
the rest of the school and to members of the public. All staff and
particularly house staff will monitor the dress code and persistent
offenders will be sanctioned and parents contacted.
We ask that parents support us by purchasing the official garments and
regulate items worn to school.
Our uniform supplier is Schoolblazer - www.schoolblazer.com and
everything is ordered via their on-line shop.
All items of clothing and equipment should be clearly labelled. When
ordering your uniform from Schoolblazer, they will label your items and
automatically add the correct number of name tags required to your
basket.

Please note, we have not specified the number of shirts, socks etc.
required as that will depend on individual requirements.

Trouser Uniform and Skirt Uniform
What has traditionally been known as the ‘Boys’ uniform’ is now referred to as
the ‘Trouser Uniform’ and what has been called the ‘Girls’ uniform’ is now
referred to as the ‘Skirt Uniform’. The two uniform lists remain unchanged, but
we hope that the new nomenclature will enable The School to make suitable
provision for a pupil who wants to make a thoughtful and considered choice
about the clothes worn at school in relation to their gender identity. For
example, a girl who feels more comfortable in the trouser uniform may choose
to wear it, and vice versa. The choice would be to wear either the full Trouser
Uniform, or the full Skirt Uniform on a permanent basis, not a combination of
both.

UNIFORM REGULATIONS FOR YEAR 7 TO YEAR 11
“TROUSER UNIFORM”
General information
Coat:

An official school coat or quilted jacket. Casual coats, fleeces etc
are not allowed.

Scarf:

Only the School scarf is permitted – this is an optional uniform item.

Shoes:

Plain black leather shoes which can be polished. Boots, trainers or
canvas shoes are not acceptable.

Hair:

Hair should be neat and off the collar: it should be neither shaved,
sculpted nor tinted/dyed, and should not impair vision.

Bags:

A bag big enough to fit in all books and equipment for a day’s
lessons is essential. It should be comfortable to carry. School
sports bags can be purchased.
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School blazer
School v-neck jumper
Regulation blue shirt
Plain dark grey trousers
Plain grey or black socks
School tie
Year 7 – Lower School tie – Year 9 and above house tie
Small padlock (with 2 keys)

SPORTS CLOTHES AND EQUIPMENT
WINTER AND SUMMER

School tracksuit

Plain navy polo shirt with school logo

Plain navy shorts with school logo

White sports socks

Outdoor trainers

Indoor trainers (non marking soles & predominantly white)

Navy or black swimming trunks (not loose shorts or Bermudas)

Towel

Sports bag
WINTER

School rugby shirt (reversible)

Navy rugby shorts

School rugby socks

Base layer solid colour (optional)

Mid layer solid colour (optional)

Gum shield

Rugby boots with safety studs

Shin pads

Hockey stick (spring term)
SUMMER

School cricket sweater (optional)

White cricket flannels and shirt (optional or squad/team players)

Athletics vest (squad)

Tennis racket
Items in italics are not available from our uniform providers

“SKIRT UNIFORM “
There is a choice between a plaid kilt and plaid trousers.
Kilt length:
Trousers:

This should sit on or below the knee
These should not be tightly fitted and should be full length, not
cropped
An official school coat or quilted jacket. Casual coats, fleeces etc
are not allowed.
Only the School scarf is permitted – this is an optional uniform item.
Plain black leather shoes which can be polished. Heels should be
less than 2cms and in a style that provides support. Boots, trainers,
sandals, open toes, sling backs or canvas shoes are not
acceptable.
Hair should be well groomed. Long hair in Year 7 to 10 must be tied
back. Hair should not be inappropriately dyed i.e. it must look
natural.
One discreet ring is allowed. One pair of ear studs are allowed in
the lobes. A discreet necklace or bracelet is acceptable. Body or
nose piercings are not allowed.
Make-up is not allowed.
A bag big enough to fit in all books and equipment for a day’s
lessons is essential. It should be comfortable to carry. School sports
bags can be purchased.

Coat:
Scarf:
Shoes:

Hair:

Jewellery:

Make-up:
Bags:
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School blazer
School v-neck jumper
House lapel pin
Blue shirt
School kilt or plaid trousers
Opaque navy tights to be worn with kilts / navy or black socks to be
worn with trousers
Small padlock with 2 keys

SPORTS CLOTHES AND EQUIPMENT
WINTER AND SUMMER

School tracksuit

Navy polo shirt with school logo

Regulation navy school skort with school logo

Swimming costume (one piece in navy)

Swimming cap (blue)

White sports socks

Indoor trainers (non marking soles and predominantly white)

Outdoor trainers

Sports bag

Running shorts / athletics vest if required

Towel
WINTER

School hooped hockey socks

Base layers (optional)

Mid layers (optional)

Shin pads

Gum shield

Hat (optional)

Hockey stick
SUMMER

White tennis skort (optional or squad/team players only)

Tennis racket
Items in italics are not available from our Uniform providers

BOARDERS

Additional items required
(Not available from the Uniform Shop)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Towels
Laundry bag
Name tags
Warm and waterproof coat
Toiletries (to include; shampoo, conditioner, soap, deodorant and other
personal items)
Hairdryer and hair straighteners (if applicable)
Pyjamas / nightwear and a dressing gown.
Stationery for school lessons (maths set, pencils and writing pens) and
note paper.
Laptop computer, Wi-fi enabled
Alarm clock
Casual clothing (comfortable home clothes for wearing around school at
weekends)
A set of smart casual clothing (to wear at the House Dinner)
Warm and waterproof coat
Your own duvet cover if preferred (school does provide, but you may
like your own)

SIXTH FORM DRESS

Smart business dress is expected. Clothes should be acceptable for a
professional working environment.
Extremes of fashion are not acceptable.
A Sixth Form skirt or trouser suit is available from the uniform suppliers. Sixth form
students may purchase their own suits from any retail outlet ensuring they conform
to the following guidelines.

“Trouser Uniform”
Suit:

A dark suit of conventional design and material. Trousers must have
a vertical crease.

Shirt:

Must be light coloured (plain, striped or check) and designed to be
worn with a tie.
White shirt to be worn on formal occasions

Tie:

Plain, sedate tie or house or school colours tie

Shoes:

Black or brown leather which can be polished. Trainers or canvas
shoes are not acceptable.

Jumper:

Plain v-neck jumper, cardigan or waist-coat

Coat:

Must be smart and plain (no motifs) and must cover the whole
jacket. Casual coats, fleeces or ski style jackets are not acceptable.

Hair:

Should be neat and off the collar: it should be neither shaved,
sculpted nor tinted/dyed, and should not impair vision.

Scarves:

If worn, should be smart and appropriate for wearing with formal
business dress.

“Skirt Uniform”
A smart, tailored business suit is required (skirt / dress or trousers with jacket made
from the same matching fabric). Trousers should be tailored and be able to hold a
crease (not legging or jean style). Hemlines of dress/skirt must be on or just below
the knee. Material must be of a conventional type, not leather or shiny fabrics.
Shirt/Blouse: Must be worn with a suit; any other sort of top is not acceptable.
Shirts or blouses must have a collar. They should be made of conventional material
(not see through). They must cover completely the waistband of trousers or skirt at
all times and not show below the jacket. Shirts and blouses must cover the
shoulders.
One shirt or blouse must be white for formal occasions.
Jumpers:

Jumpers or cardigans, if worn, must be lightweight, plain and
suitable for wearing under a jacket.

Shoes:

Should be clean, smart, have a back and if with a high heel, be of a
modest height. Canvas shoes are not acceptable. Boots, if worn,
must be covered by the trousers. Dark shoes are required for formal
wear.

Tights:

Should be dark or neutral in colour. Ankle boots are only allowed
with full length trousers. Socks cannot be worn with a skirt or dress
suit.

Jewellery:

Should be simple – one ring, one bracelet, one necklace. Earrings,
if worn, should be simple and appropriate for school wear. Body or
nose piercings are not allowed.

Hair:

Should be well groomed.

Make-up:

(including nail varnish), if worn, should be discreet.

Coats:

Should be smart, dark in colour and plain. Coats must cover the
jacket. They must be appropriate for wearing with smart business
dress. Casual coats, fleeces or ski style jackets are not acceptable.

Scarves, if worn, should be smart and appropriate for wearing with formal business
dress.

IF YOU INTEND TO BUY AN ITEM OF CLOTHING SPECIFICALLY TO WEAR TO
SCHOOL AND YOU ARE IN DOUBT AS TO ITS SUITABILITY, PLEASE CHECK
FIRST WITH THE HOUSE STAFF OR MR MILLINGTON, HEAD OF THE SIXTH
FORM. (d.millington@wellington-school.org.uk)
Members of the Sixth Form are required to wear the school sports kit and school
tracksuit – all available from our uniform providers.

